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Status
• Six weeks since kick-off dedicated to assess the
current situation
– All working groups have received input from sites,
experiments and infrastructure providers
– Documents on the twiki
– Template available to guide the format of feedback by
Wednesday
• Done for WG1, WG3 and being done by WG2, WG4 and WG5

• The current situation has evolved over a number
of years and has seen quite a few changes
– Important to document and review inconsistencies,
duplication and address issues
GDB, October 2011
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How to Get to a Strategy
• This workshop we want to
– Identify common patterns among issues raised
– Identify possible strategies
– Prioritize suggested changes

• Topical presentations to raise main issues and possible
“individual” solutions
• Panels and Discussions to brainstorm on common
solutions (across HEP and outside), strategies and
priorities
– the TEG itself documents strategies but does not provide or
develop tools

GDB, October 2011
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Additional Input on Priorities
• Discussions at the last MB have asked
“Operations TEG to provide a clear strategy on
Availability Reporting which takes account of
the needs of all the stakeholders (at least
experiments, sites and funding agencies) and
reduces the duplication which currently exists”
• “The Experiments agreed to continue their
contributions in the Operations TEG who will
provide an update at the GDB meeting on 14
Dec 2011”
GDB, October 2011
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Goals
• Revised operations and tools strategy should
be valid throughout LS1 and beyond (2-5 years)
• How can we reduce the overall level of operational effort in the
future? (Ian Bird)

• Formal delivery of the document to be finalized
at the F2F in Amsterdam 23rd January
– Followed by the DM and Storage TEG F2F on 24 th
and 25th January

GDB, October 2011
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